CORPORATE EVENTS 2012
Since 2002, "On the Trail" Corporate Events has been delivering leadership development and team building
programs are built around challenging scenarios where participants get to work with our team of Search &
Rescue dogs and their handlers. The dynamics that show up in the communication (on all levels) between
animal and human are then taken further into the challenge.
The results reveal both individual and institutional tendencies in leadership and teamwork. In the de-brief
section of the workshop, we integrate the personal and collective insights into a framework aimed at
establishing more effective teams and improved levels of personal leadership. These are programs that are
100% unique in scope and vision, resulting in both personal and collective insights, as well as providing greatly
enhanced learning opportunities.
PROGRAMS THAT ARE 100% UNIQUE IN SCOPE AND VISION, RESULTING IN BOTH PERSONAL AND COLLECTIVE
INSIGHTS AS WELL AS PROVIDING GREATLY ENHANCED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES.
Every organization is unique, and our custom-designed programs deliver on your specific challenges and
needs. At the same time, every organization is similar, in that strategic and operational challenges expose
shortfalls and weaknesses in personal and institutional leadership and teamwork. The backbone of our
programs has been designed to maximize these challenges and to address the resulting dynamics. The results
are programs that are fun yet challenging with very in-depth debrief sessions.
Most programs are built around specific challenges that need to be solved with the help of our Search and
Rescue dogs, adding an “unknown entity” and providing the opportunity to explore issues around
communication, feedback, trust and intuition that are left untouched in more conventional scenarios. There is
always a role for those who are physically or otherwise unable to engage in the actual Search and Rescue
activities. Another unique feature of our programs is the follow up seminar. In this optional 3-6 hour
boardroom session we work on personal growth, applying the insights and learnings of the previous
experiential work to the participants’ daily life.
We provide a fact-based framework around systematic personal development, giving everyone a handle on
how to become more effective at the art of living, leading to increased productivity in all areas of life. This
seminar creates allegiance to the organization and can be transforming for the participants.
POWERFUL LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS, GIVING YOU BETTER LEADERS & MORE EFFECTIVE
TEAMS.
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